




































“I do not believe in Belief” (65). E.M. Forster (1879-1970) ?????????????? 











?????????????Forster??????????????? “The Challenge of Our 
Time” (1946) ?????????????????????????????????? 
(54)?Forster???????Peter Burra??? (1934) ????????????“He [Forster] 
is an artist on the fringe of social reform.…He has never cut himself off, as most artists sooner or 








David Medalie ???? Forster ??????????????????????????
?????????(Bradshaw 43)??? Medalie??Forster? Bloomsbury???????
??????????????????????The “most significant difference between 
Forster’s position and Moore’s is that Forster contextualises the quest for the Good by presenting it 
－ 34 －
always in relation to the imperfections of society and a world which is drifting ever further from 
the ideal conditions…in ancient Greece” (ibid. 38). Forster????????? Bloomsbury?
??????20?????Cambridge??????? George Moore??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? Moore??? Principia Ethica (1903) ??“the Good”??
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




??????????????????? Malcolm Bradbury ????????? “The 
Challenge of Our Time” ? Forster????????????????“Of course, Forster’s 
confession that he belongs to the fag-end of Victorian liberalism does express a real inheritance; 
but that end is also the beginning of new forms of belief and of new literary postures and 
procedures” (E.M. 31). ???? Bradbury? A Passage to India??????Forster????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????













2. “The Raison d’ Être of Criticism” 
 






???????????? “The Raison d’ Être of Criticism” ????? Forster?????
?????????????????????????????? Forster??????? 
 
2.1. New Criticism 




1950 ?????????????????????????????? 1920 ?????























? New Criticism????????????? 
 
The New Criticism has great value in its assumption that every detail counts, but the 
accompanying presupposition that every detail is going to count by working harmoniously to 
confirm the “organic unity” of the poem or the novel may become a temptation to leave out 












2.2. ????????? Forster??? 
?????????????? New Criticism ??????????????????
Forster?????????????????????????????????????











Problems of less relevance are considered, such as the conditions under which the work of art 
was composed, the influences which formed it…, the influence it has exercised on subsequent 
works, the artist’s life, the lives of the artist’s father and mother,…and so on, straying this way 
into psychology and that way into history….But if we wheel up an aesthetic theory…and 
apply it with its measuring rods and pliers and forceps, its calipers and catheters, to a 
particular work of art, we are visited at once, if we are sensitive, by a sense of the grotesque. 





??????????????????????????????  “Racial Exercise” 
(1939) ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????“According to his own lights, he was a disinterested researcher, for he 
refused to support what he knew to be true by arguments which he held to be false. The truth, being 
a priori, could afford to wait on its mountain top until the right path to it was found:…” (19). 
Forster?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????(15)? 
Trilling ? Forster ??????????????Forster ??????????????











The laxness of the critical manner in which Forster sets forth his literary insights is no doubt 
the expression of a temperament—even of the fault of a temperament—but it is also the 
expression of an intention. It is consciously a contradiction of the Western tradition of 
intellect which believes that by making decisions, by choosing precisely, by evaluating 




???????????????????????? Eliot ? Forster ?????????

























I took heed, and arranged that characters in subsequent novels should die less frequently and 
give previous notice where possible by means of illness or some other acceptable device. But 
I was not inspired to put anything vital in the place of the sudden deaths. The only remedy for 
a defect is inspiration, the subconscious stuff that comes up in the bucket….But these 
defects—if defects they be—are vital to the general conception. They are not to be remedied 




























???????????????????? (CB 3)? 
“The use of form in modernist works frequently implies an assertion as well as a retraction; to 
posit, in this regard, is also to deny, or—to use terms particularly significant in Forster’s case—to 







????? (61, 71, qtd. in 71)(19)??????????????????????????
???????????????????Virginia Woolf??? To the Lighthouse (1927) ?
?? Lily Briscoe ??????????????????????????? (360) (20)?
“Beautiful and bright it should be on the surface, feathery and evanescent, one colour melting into 
another like the colours on a butterfly’s wing; but beneath the fabric must be clamped together with 













??????????????? Forster?????????? “Art for Art’s Sake” (1949) 
????????????????????????????????????????



















In his note to “The Thorn,” Wordsworth underscores “the interest which the mind attaches to 
words, not only as symbols of the passion, but as things, active and efficient, which are of 
themselves part of the passion.” Similarly, Coleridge describes in his notebook a “focal word” 
that “has acquired a feeling of reality—it heats and burns, makes itself to be felt. If we do not 
grasp it, it seems to grasp us, as with a hand of flesh and blood, and completely counterfeits 
an immediate presence, an intuitive knowledge.….” In Prometheus Unbound, Shelley calls 
language “a perpetual Orphic song,….” And Keats in Hyperion evokes the image of 
“hieroglyphics old….”…Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, and Shelley here exemplify the 
emergence of language as a topic in English Romantic literature and display the alertness of 















? (58-59) (23)??? Nicholas Royle??Forster???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? (71)?“This quotation takes us to the 
heart of Forster’s work: it entails uncertainty and the unpredictable, it foregrounds a strangeness in 
the very act of speech and writing.…It implies that language, or ‘what I say’, is not simply a 



















????????????? (50, ????) (24)????? Forster??Geoffrey Hartman?
???????de Man?Miller?Jacques Derrida???????????????????














































????????????????????????????“And it is irritating to be 
promised a principle and then to be given only an hypothesis. The hypothesis…is useful, but we 
had wanted it to be conclusive. And Forster refused to be conclusive” (15-16) (28). Trilling???
????Forster?????????????????????????????????
























???????????? “Racial Exercise” ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? (19)???????????????
















“find another meaning in the refusal. It speaks to us of a world where the will is not everything and 
















? ??? “The Raison d’ Être of Criticism” ???? “What I Believe”?“The Challenge of our 
Time”?“Racial Exercise”?“Art for Art’s Sake”?“Anonymity: An Enquiry”?“Not Listening to Music”?
“Jew-Consciousness”?“In My Library” ??E.M. Forster, Two Cheers for Democracy, ed. Oliver 
Stallybrass (London: Arnold, 1972) ????????? 
? ??????????????????????????????????????? 
(1) “All this [essay] is fine, yet the total effect is not really impressive. For the fact is that a good 
critic…is made not only by perception but by belief” (147).  
(2) ???????????? 20????????????1989??868-69?? 
(3) ??????????????????????Malcolm Bradbury? Modernism: A Guide to 
European Literature 1890-1930???????????????London’s “high achievement in 
the arts” between 1890 and 1920 “has been judged on the one hand as a distillation of the English 
tradition, a disturbance, yet, but also the realization of the sequence. On the other hand, it has been 
seen as…a chance importation of foreigners, these often temporary expatriates, from Ireland or 
－ 47 －
America, who went elsewhere for their greatest work, and whose real contribution was not to the 
English tradition, which never fully assimilated Modernism at all, but to an international movement 
whose English-language realization is most apparent in the United States” (173).  
(4) ?? Morag Shiach?????????????????????????????????
“Modernism is characterized both by a recognition of fragmentation and by a desire to resolve or 
overcome this through the integrity of aesthetic form” (10). ??? Bradbury??????????
The view of most modernism is “dualistic: art may reach beyond the world of men and things…but it 
can never leave that world behind” (E.M. 33-34). Bradbury and James McFarlane????????
?????????????????????????????“The paradox of Modernism 
lies in the relationship between these two very different explanations of and justifications for 
it;….On the one hand, modernism has been an arcane and a private art:….On the other hand, 
specialism and experimentalism can be held to have great social meaning; the arts are avant-garde 
because they are revolutionary probes into future human consciousness” (27-28).  
(5) Forster, The Prince’s Tale and Other Uncollected Writings, ed. P.N. Furbank (London: Andre 
Deutsch, 1998), 313.  
(6) “Forster is deeply involved in some of the largest intellectual, cultural, and aesthetic collisions that 
occur in the transition into this century; and it is his sharp sense of the contingent, of the powers that 
rule the world of men, that makes him so. The result is a complex version of modern literary disquiet. 
An intermediary between those two literary traditions of “moderns” and “contemporaries”…” (E.M. 
34, emphasis original).  
(7) Furbank, E.M. Forster: A Life (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1979), 272. Sunil Kumar Sarker, A Companion 
to E.M. Forster (New Delhi: Atlantic, 2007), 88. Wendy Moffat, E.M. Forster: A New Life (London: 




?????? Gustave Lanson???????????????????? 
(9) W. K. Wimsatt? Monroe C. Beardsley???? “The Intentional Fallacy” (1946) ??????
??????????????“Judging a poem is like judging a pudding or a machine” (qtd. in 
Leitch 25). ?? John Crowe Ransom??“Criticism, Inc.” (1937) ??????????“Criticism 
must become more scientific, or precise and systematic, and this means that it must be developed by 
the collective and sustained effort of leaned persons—which means that its proper seat is in the 
universities” (qtd. in Leitch 34). 
(10) I.A. Richards ?  Practical Criticism (1929) ???????????????????
Cambridge??????????????????????William Empson? Seven Types of 
Ambiguity (1930) ???????????????????????????????Cleanth 
Brooks? Robert Penn Warren??? Understanding Poetry (1938) ??Richards???????
??????????????????????? (Leitch 31, 33)? 
(11) ?? Wimsatt ? Beardsley ?????????????????????“Poetry succeeds 
because all or most of what is said or implied is relevant; what is irrelevant has been excluded, like 
lumps from pudding and “bugs” from machinery” (qtd. in Leitch 25, emphasis original).  
(12) J. Hillis Miller????????? Jacques Derrida??L'écriture et la différence (1967) ??
????? [??] ???????????????????????????? [??] ?
?????????????????????????????????????????
??? (211, ?????)??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????Derrida ? Of 
Grammatology (1967) ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? (???????? 214-15)? 
(13) Vincent B. Leitch??Brooks ?????????????????New Criticism????
??????????“What he [the New Critical reader] had to avoid, above all, was a “varying 
－ 48 －
spectrum of possible readings.” The specters of relativistic and pluralistic hermeneutics haunted New 
Criticism” (29). ?? A. Walton Litz?????New Criticism??????????????
?????????????????? (qtd. in Leitch 33)? 
(14) ??? Forster ????? Aspects of the Novel ????????????“He [The 
pseudo-scholar] would rather relate a book to the history of its time, to events in the life of its author, 
to the events it describes, above all to some tendency. As soon as he can use the word “tendency” his 
spirits rise, and though those of his audience may sink they often pull out their pencils at this point 
and make a note, under the belief that a tendency is portable” (8, emphasis original).  






(16) Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” Literary Criticism: Literary and Cultural Studies, ed. 
Robert Con Davis and Ronald Schleifer (New York: Longman, 1998), 33-38.  
(17) Forster???? “Anonymity: An Enquiry” ?????????????????????
????????????“I do not say literature “ought” not to…, because literature is alive, and 
consequently “ought” is the wrong word to use” (81, emphasis original). ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??? 
(18) Moffat ????? Forster ??????????????????????“For Forster, 
conscientiousness is the covering term for all the ways in which writing doggedly rehearses familiar 
conventions and rewards the expectations of a reader reluctant to be surprised” (“LC” 331).  
(19) ??? Forster??????????????1949??????? “Art for Art’s Sake” ?
???????????“Without form the sensitiveness vanishes. And form is as important 





??????(24)?????Bradbury and McFarlane??????????“The notion of the 
‘modern’ undergoes semantic shift much faster than similar terms of comparable function, like 
‘romantic’ or ‘neo-classical’; indeed, as Lionel Trilling says, it can swing round in meaning until it is 
facing in the opposite direction” (22, emphasis original).  
(21) Forster?????????Lionel Trilling????? Forster???— Forster “asks us to relax. 
He can tell us, and very movingly, of the importance of literature, but he never intends to make any 















??? (???????? 18-32, Davis and Schleifer 265-79)? 
(24) 1950 ???? 60?????????????Saussure???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? Roland Barthes????“What is Criticism?” (1964) ?
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? (Davis and Schleifer 280-83)???????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????(1968) ??????????????????????????










(26) ???????????New Criticism???????? Arden Reed ?????????
????????????????“Michel Foucault argues that such self-awareness is no 
aberration but an integral part of a larger historical development: “From the nineteenth century, 
language began to fold in upon itself, to acquire its own particular density, to deploy a history, an 
objectivity, and laws of its own. It became one object of knowledge among others, on the same level 
as living beings, wealth and value, and the history of events and men.” Like the Romantics, literary 
critics make language an object of knowledge….As recently as the 1950s and 1960s, American 
critical interest in the language of poetry usually expressed itself in stylistic studies that tended to 
eschew interpretation in favor of describing technical innovations” (13-14).  
(27) ?? “In My Library” (1949) ???? Forster????????????????????
???????????????? Edward Gibbon ??????? (298)????????
???????????????????????????? 
(28) ??? Bradbury??????????“Forster may have an ideal of unity, a will to a whole 
solution, but we mistake him if we see only that in him. For he is characteristically not a novelist of 
solutions, but rather of reservations,…” (E.M. 34).  
(29) ?????????? Stanley Fish? “Interpreting the Variorum” (1980) ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
















?????????????????????????????? (310, 312, ????)? 




(31) ???????? Forster???????????????? “those who are sensitive and 
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